
 

 

JUSTIFIED IN CHRIST 
 

Luke 10:25-37 

 

 Saturday closed out a summer camp for senior high youth, this one held at 

Wrightwood, the home of the preacher of two weeks ago, another to begin today at 

Lazy  

W outside San Juan Capistrano.  We can be grateful for the foresight of many who 

banded together to secure property in various places within out annual conference 

and to develop these hills and valleys for the purposes of outdoor Christian 

education.  Regrettably, we have had to sell some camps because of high costs but 

more because of low use.  But the camp at Wrightwood continues to be used by 

churches and community. 

 A further regret is that we do not have many young people from this 

congregation enjoying conference camping.  It may be this year that we will supply 

more adult leadership than campers.  Many reasons for such a predicament might 

be raised in justification for our young people taking part in this experience.  

Nevertheless, camping impacts young people.  The Friday evening campfire was 

led by those who have come to the end of their high school days.  There were song 

sung, there were skits presented, and there were witnesses offered.  Several of 

these now young adults spoke of their several years attending camp, some from the 

first year they could come.  The reflected about the effect of camping upon their 

lives, one even recounting her encounter with the Spirit of God.  Others portrayed 

the warm friendships they enjoyed and all gave thanks for those who had shared 

camp with them.   

 The year’s camp was focused upon making peace in their homes and 

communities and world.  Rather than recount specific strategies, six words from 

the world’s languages were used to begin discussion.  The hospitality of “aloha” 

was followed by the challenge of “ubuntu”---creating a community of connection.  

A rabbi Riverside drove up to lead in a discussion of “shalom”, Luke’s gospel 

revealed experiences of “agape” love and the Japanese “heiwa” of harmony and 

balance was explored by those who tried to balance stones, one upon another.  

Finally, the Spanish “Si se puede” declared the possibility of peace: “We can do 

it.”    And there was singing and games, swimming, cornhole, volleyball and crafts, 

yoga and meditation, and walks in the woods.  The greatly desired time to chat 

with one another was supplied while time was organized to speak of some church 

matters such as conferences, the Social Principles, and John Wesley’s 
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understanding of grace.   The ninth graders---both of them---again, another regret 

that there were so few, recounted graces called “prevenient” and “justifying” and 

“sanctifying” representing Wesley’s understanding of the dynamic quality of 

God’s grace that leads us to holy living.   

 Any discussion of justification might begin with the story of four men who 

traveled the road from Jerusalem to Jericho for we hear that a lawyer sat with Jesus 

hoping to justify himself, though he may be setting a trap to justify ridding Israel 

of this unsettling rabbi who preached love for all people.  Perhaps the lawyer is 

hoping to find good reason for his knowledge and execution of the law of his faith.  

Jesus had been caught up by such laws that including the prohibition of work on 

the Sabbath, even before those who would seek food and healing.  The lawyer may 

have been hoping for full support for his understanding of the disciplining even 

punishing nature of the law that, in his mind, brought about purity among the 

people of God for only those who were pure in body and righteous in spirit would 

be welcomed into the presence of God. 

 The story told by Jesus offers a different sort of justification.  Though purity 

may be important, pity is more compassionate.  The priest and Levite might both 

have been concerned that their service to the community would severely hampered 

should they  have touched blood either intentionally or accidentally and made even 

worse should they have attended to a body of a dead man.  It is the Samaritan, 

whom some might have suggested had nothing to lose in the matter of purity 

because he was counted polluted simply because he was a Samaritan, one of a 

people who did not worship at Jerusalem’s temple and who intermarried with 

Gentiles.  This outsider’s willingness to tend to both the immediate and long-term 

needs of the beaten victim left for dead, though it lifted up as the one who 

expressed love of neighbor, even to the lawyer.  It is this Samaritan who is justified 

in spite of judgments made against him by people such as the priest and Levite.  

 In our modern world, justification is used by computer technology to 

indicate lining up words by left or right or middle or spread equally across the line 

with justification on both ends of that line of type.  Many use justification to 

excuse poor behavior as activity fostered by difficult circumstances or poor 

learning.  “No one ever taught me differently” may be the plea in court though 

judges rarely give into such an explanation of crime or immoral activity.   

 The Bible, however, accepts neither modern interpretation although both 

include elements of its more comprehensive understanding of relationships, 

relationships between God and neighbor.  More than a standard, justification is a 

relationship---a right relationship---that is built upon an understanding of a loving 

God who calls us into such loving, a loving of both God and neighbor.  Jesus 

comes to reveal the nature of this relationship with both, even as he goes to the  
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cross.  “Father forgive them for they do not know what they do.”   He is aware of 

God’s forgiving  grace even as he proclaims his pardon of the activity of the 

crucifiers.   

 Jesus models such justification and his disciples are called to follow him, not 

just from place to place but in all their activities.  Jesus becomes the plumbline that 

keeps all in its right relationship so that the whole can remain in place.  The tekton-

--the builder---of which Jesus was one knew that without the plumbline in place, 

walls would not be able to withstand the weight of the roof and would collapse 

upon those who resided within.  In the same way, deviation from the way of Jesus-

--the loving, sacrificing, forgiving, reconciling, redeeming way of Jesus---will 

surely cause the community to collapse into fear and hatred, violence and even 

war.   

And just because we admit that Jesus is correct does not suffice if we are to 

be justified by God.  The lawyer must now go and do likewise.  His test must be 

met with a testing of him.  Will he love in the way of Jesus or will he seek to find 

ways be which he can cause Jesus to be condemned?             

 This week campers not only explored several peacemaking words but they 

also spent some of their time creating 350 hygiene kits for the Inland Empire 

United Way program.  Its president shared stories of those who have fallen into 

ditches of addiction and homelessness, of poverty and despair and spoke of the 

encouragement these hygiene kits would offer, not because they provided a way to 

clean up but more because they could represent the concern of an unknown young 

person, concern that had evolved into care.   

 Today we celebrate the baptisms of Shuri Cara and Daniel Jacob.  The grace 

of God experienced in water and word, experienced not only by these children but 

remembered by us all, is a promise of another sort of grace that will be needed for 

the rest of life.  It is this grace that motivated the Samaritan to move beyond the 

judgment of others all the way to sacrificial love.  It is this grace that will heal 

every broken relationship, whether it be with God or neighbor, whether the healing 

comes from God or from the followers of Christ.  Thanks be to God.  Amen.  
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